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Vertical structure of low-level atmosphere over the southeast Indian Ocean fronts
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Abstract During the 25th Chinese National Antarctic Research Expedition, GPS radiosondes were launched to detect the atmospheric vertical structure over the southeast Indian Ocean frontal region. Some low-level characteristics along the cruise are studied
based on in-situ observation. The observations reveal that vertical distributions of the low-level wind field and air temperature field
on both sides of the Subantarctic Front are very different. A stronger (weaker) vertical gradient is on the cold (warm) side, which
demonstrates that the mid-latitude ocean-atmosphere interaction is active in the southeast Indian Ocean frontal region. A low-level
jet is observed over the Subantarctic Front, with speed up to 14 m·s-1. For the Antarctic polar front, low-level wind speed near the
sea surface is greater than that aloft, in contrast with the situation of the Subantarctic Front. Comparing satellite remote sensing
data and widely-used reanalysis datasets with our in-situ observations, differences of varying magnitudes are found. Air temperature from Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) data has a limited difference. The European Center for Medium Range Weather
Forecasts Interim Re-Analysis (ERA Interim) dataset is much more consistent with the observations than the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) Reanalysis 1 in the southeast Indian Ocean
frontal region.
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Introduction*

Front is a common phenomenon in the global ocean. It is a
narrow region where oceanic physical property such as
temperature or salinity changes so sharply that the gradient
across it is maximum. On both sides of a thermal front, sea
surface temperature (SST) can modulate latent heat flux
and sensible heat flux at the air-sea interface, and impact
local atmospheric circulations above the front. The midlatitude ocean-atmosphere interaction near the front is very
different from that in the large-scale tropical region[1]. Observations show a significant negative correlation between
SST and sea surface wind speed in the tropical ocean[2-5].
The warmer the SST, the weaker the sea surface wind and
vice versa. This highlights the one-way effect of atmos* Corresponding author (email: liul@fio.org.cn)

phere on ocean, through changing ocean-atmospheric heat
fluxes and the Ekman effect. However, SST has a significant positive correlation with sea surface wind in a strong
frontal region, through vertical mixing induced by changes
of static stability in the atmospheric boundary layer[1,6],
high wind speed is likely to appear over warm SST region,
whereas low wind speed is predominant over cold SST region[6-8]. Previous studies also indicate that on both sides of
the front, changes of surface wind strength induced by SST
always result in a linear relationship between surface wind
vorticity or divergence fields and SST gradient[9-15].
Vertical shear associated with low-level wind speed
near the front is considered to be the dominant cause of the
positive correlation between SST and sea surface wind
field[16-17]. Studies on the vertical structure of the low-level
atmosphere over the front have clearly revealed the interaction between SST and sea surface wind[18-19].
There are various fronts broadly distributed in the
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southern Indian Ocean[20-22]. Since these fronts are mainly
in prevailing westerlies regions far from the continent,
sparse in situ observations have been conducted[23-28], which
hinders description and understanding of detailed vertical
structures of the low-level atmosphere in the Southern
Ocean. Actually, there is no systemic observation of fronts
in the southeast part of the Indian Ocean by radiosonde as
the conditions are so unfavorable. As a result, there are very
few studies on fronts in this region, especially regarding
vertical atmosphere structures above the front. With in situ
data from radiosondes, launched during the 25th Chinese
National Antarctic Research Expedition, we analyze the
vertical structure of low-level wind and temperature fields
over the southeast Indian Ocean fronts between Fremantle,
Australia and the Chinese Antarctic Zhongshan Station.

1
1.1

Data and methods
In situ data

The R/V XUE LONG icebreaker left Fremantle for Zhongshan Station on 8 November 2008. The cruise crossing the
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southern Indian Ocean fronts lasted 8 days. During the
voyage, we released 6 radiosondes across the Subantarctic
Front and Antarctic polar front. The launched locations are
shown in Figure 1, overlaid on the SST and sea surface
wind field. The daily SST data are from the TRMM
(Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission) Microwave Imager
(TMI), the first well-calibrated microwave radiometer capable of accurate through-cloud SST retrieval[29]. Its horizontal resolution is a quarter degree (~25 km). The sea surface winds are daily Quick Scatterometer (QuikSCAT)
data[30]. We selected the background on 9 November to represent the entire voyage. The Subantarctic Front and the
Antarctic polar front are determined according to certain
criterias[25]. The boundary of the Subantarctic Front is
where the maximum gradient of SST is between 5℃ and
9℃. For the other front, the criterion is that the northern
terminus of the subsurface minimum temperature layer is
bounded by the 2℃ isotherm in the 100—300 m layer. The
result is that the two fronts are located at 45°S and 56°S,
respectively.

Figure 1 SST (shading, unit is °C) and sea surface wind (vectors, unit is m·s-1) in the southeast Indian Ocean on 9 November 2008.
Small red boxes represent locations of radiosonde launches.

The radiosonde used in this expedition was the GPS
low-level system produced by Lingheng Science and Technology Development Company (Beijing, China)[31]. Its receiver frequency is 407 MHz. GPS orientation technology
replaced radar telemetry for measuring wind speed and direction, and a fast-response thermometer measured temperature. The vertical resolution was around 4 m per second
for the experiment. Data were effectively transferred by
data-transmission radio instead of an analog station. The
equipment was tested in previous Antarctic and Arctic expeditions, proving its good stability for signal reception.

ters for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) Reanalysis 1[32] and
European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) Interim Re-Analysis (ERA Interim)[33], respectively. All three datasets are interpolated onto the same grid
as our observations for comparison.

1.2

The SST decreased from 20°C to −2°C along the cruise,
and westerlies prevailed during the entire period (Figure 1).
The vertical distribution of horizontal wind speed below
1 500 m is shown in Figure 2a. Obviously, there is a
low-level strong flow over the Subantarctic Front, which is
at about 250 — 350 m, with maximum speed reaching
18 m·s-1. This strong wind speed area, with speeds exceeding 16 m·s-1, stretches from 45°S to 48°S and occupies 80 m

Reanalysis and satellite data

We select some widely-used datasets, including those from
satellite remote sensing and reanalysis for cross calibrations.
Daily air temperature data are the Atmospheric Infrared
Sounder (AIRS) global 1.0°×1.0° product (http://disc.sci.
gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/overview/index.html). The 4-times
daily wind and air temperature data are from National Cen-

2
2.1

Results and discussion
Vertical characteristics of the atmosphere over
the southeast Indian Ocean fronts

Vertical structure of low-level atmosphere over the southeast Indian Ocean fronts

(270—350 m) vertically. On either side of the front, the
near-sea surface wind speed is much smaller than aloft. The
wind speed increases with height, with a maximum larger
than 20 m·s-1 at 1 300 m. This distribution is also found in
middle levels (Figure 3a). However, vertical structures of
wind speed on either side of the Subantarctic Front are not
identical, especially at low levels. Below 400 m, the gradient on the cold side (48°—50°S) is stronger than that on the
warm side (40°—42°S). The largest gradient is at a height
of 150 m.
Around the Antarctic polar front (53°—59°S), the
near-surface horizontal wind speed is stronger than that
from 150 m to 1 000 m. Moreover, the vertical structure
shows that wind speed increases northward throughout
most of the low levels, which is very different from the
symmetrical structure over the Subantarctic Front.
The vertical distribution of wind field over the
Subantarctic Front is closely related to ocean-atmosphere
interaction of the mid-latitudes. On the cold side of the
Subantarctic Front, lower SSTs enhance the static stability
of the overlying atmosphere, forming strong stratification
near the sea surface and preventing downward energy
transport from upper to lower levels. This results in weak
wind speeds near the surface. Above 150 m, atmospheric
stratification is not so strong and wind speed increases with
the height. Based on our analysis, SST can affect vertical
stratification of the low-level atmosphere (below 150 m)
around the Subantarctic Front between Freemantle and
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Zhongshan Station. This is consistent with prior observations in the southeast Indian Ocean by Pezzi et al.[24]. The
largest vertical gradient is at 150 m. This indicates that the
mechanism that SST controlling low-level wind via modulation of atmospheric static stability is also applicable to
mid-latitude weak fronts, where horizontal SST gradients
are not so intensive.
Westerlies prevailed at the low levels, from Fremantle
to the Zhongshan Station (Figure 2b). Vertical structure of
zonal wind velocity is very similar to the horizontal wind
speed pattern. For instance, it is roughly symmetrical about
the Subantarctic Front. Even so, the details are different.
The most significant feature is a jet stream emerging on the
cold side of that front, whose center has speeds reaching
14 m·s-1 at 300 m. The jet extends over 500 km meridionally and 300 m vertically. At the same location on the warm
side, there is a minimum area where the velocity is only
10 m·s-1. And the symmetric feature of the low-level vertical structure is broken off.
The meridional wind has a different vertical structure
compared to either horizontal wind speed or zonal wind velocity
(Figure 2c). The meridional wind below 200 m around the
Subantarctic Front (40°—50°S) is controlled by northerlies.
Above 200 m, the wind direction is opposite with maximum speed at 300 m, which generates the largest vertical
gradient at 250 m. This region of strong southerlies is about
100 m in vertical direction and covers 200 km meridionally.

Figure 2 Latitude-height cross sections of horizontal wind speed (a), zonal wind velocity (b), meridional wind velocity (c), and air temperature (d) over the southeast Indian Ocean below 1500 m. Units of wind speed and temperature are m·s-1 and °C, respectively.
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It is also the strongest meridional wind speed (>8 m·s-1)
region at low levels around the Subantarctic Front. Nevertheless, vertical structure above this front can still be considered symmetrical between 40° and 50°S, without regard
to that above 1 000 m. Over the Antarctic polar front,
southerlies are everywhere to form a barotropic distribution
vertically. Wind speed near the sea surface is stronger than
that in the upper levels, but its variation along height is
modest. As the height enlarges, the south wind becomes
strong. Overall, zonal wind is stronger than meridional
wind over the southeast Indian Ocean fronts, making the
low-level structure of wind speed primarily controlled by
the distributions of zonal wind.
Figure 2d is the vertical distribution of air temperature.
It shows that the vertical gradient is smaller on the warm
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side of the Subantarctic Front. In particular, the gradient is
less than 0.01°C·m-1 and the isotherms are close to vertical
at 40°S nearby. Over the cold side of the front, the vertical
temperature gradient is greater. Correspondingly, the meridional gradient on the warm side is stronger than that on
the cold side. Further, there is a cold gap 800 m above the
front, which is more clearly depicted in Figure 3d. For
higher mid levels, vertical structures of horizontal wind
speed, zonal wind velocity, meridional wind velocity and
air temperature are shown in Figure 3. Wind speed increases with height on both sides of the Subantarctic Front,
and it is stronger on the cold side (Figure 3a and 3b). For
meridional wind, the direction changes from about 2 700 m
to higher levels at 37°S nearby (Figure 3c). The air temperature decreases at mid levels (Figure 3d).

Figure 3 Latitude-height cross sections of horizontal wind speed (a), zonal wind velocity (b), meridional wind velocity (c), and air temperature (d) over the southeast Indian Ocean. Units of wind speed and temperature are m·s-1 and °C, respectively. And the vertical extent
is up to 4 000 m.

2.2

Comparison to satellite and reanalysis datasets

Satellite remote sensing and reanalysis datasets are the
dominant resources for research on the Southern Ocean due
to a lack of in situ data. Naturally, a question should be
answered. In the southern Indian Ocean, it remains a question as to which dataset is more reliable or gives smaller

errors compared to in situ observations. We do a simple
analysis on the satellite remote sensing data and the popular
reanalysis datasets to investigate their differences between
the observations preliminarily.
Compared to observations, AIRS temperature (Figure
4a) is able to capture the dominant features of the vertical
structure presented by our radiosonde observation, though

Figure 4 Latitude-height cross sections of air temperature from AIRS observation (a), and difference between radiosonde and AIRS
observations (the former minus the latter) (b) over southeast Indian Ocean. Unit of temperature is °C.

Vertical structure of low-level atmosphere over the southeast Indian Ocean fronts

not so detailed. Difference between AIRS and observation
is shown in Figure 4b. The difference is smaller below
1 500 m. Observed data are colder than AIRS data on the
cold side of the Subantarctic Front, and warmer over the
Antarctic Front. The major difference is over the Antarctic
Front.
The observations are also compared with NCEP/
NCAR Reanalysis 1 and ERA Interim data. The difference
with NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1 is remarkable, not only for
values but also the spatial patterns (Figure 5). The situation
seems not so poor at low levels, as the distribution of zonal
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and horizontal wind speed is somewhat symmetrical with
the Subantarctic Front. Although the ERA Interim data
cannot reproduce the mid-level jet stream between the two
fronts either, its quality is much better according to the difference in Figure 6. This dataset captures the main features
of the vertical structure, except in the near sea surface areas.
For instance, the near-sea surface wind speed above the
Antarctic polar front is smaller than aloft, and there are no
northerlies over the Subantarctic Front. Among the four
variables, air temperature has the smallest difference, and
horizontal wind fields needs more improvements.

Figure 5 Latitude-height cross sections of differences in horizontal wind speed (a), zonal wind velocity (b), meridional wind velocity
(c), and air temperature (d) between radiosonde observations and NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1, over southeast Indian Ocean. Units of wind
speed and temperature are m·s-1 and °C, respectively.

Figure 6 Latitude-height cross sections of differences in horizontal wind speed (a), zonal wind velocity (b), meridional wind velocity
(c), and air temperature (d) between radiosonde observations and NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1, over southeast Indian Ocean. Units of wind
speed and temperature are m·s-1 and °C, respectively.

3

Summary and conclusions

Based on in situ observations from radiosondes launched
over the southeast Indian Ocean, vertical structure of the
low-level atmosphere over oceanic fronts is described. The
structures above the Subantarctic Front and the Antarctic
polar front are different. At 250 m to 350 m above the former one, there is a region of strong wind with speed up to
14 m·s-1, and westerlies make the major contribution. Vertical distributions of wind and air temperature on both sides

of the Subantarctic front are not completely symmetrical,
especially regarding the vertical gradient near the sea surface. There is a strong gradient on the cold side, and its
maximum is around 150 m high. This proves that midlatitude ocean-atmosphere interaction is still active in the
southeast Indian Ocean frontal region. Wind direction has
an obvious change at about 200 m, with northerlies near the
sea surface and southerlies above. Wind speed increases
with height. Over the Antarctic polar front, wind speed near
the sea surface is greater than aloft.
Our observations are applied to validate AIRS data that
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its air temperature can depict the main features in low-level.
Further, a comparison with two reanalysis dataset reveals
that NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1 is not a wise choice for
describing the vertical atmospheric structure in this frontal
region; ERA Interim is much better though it has some deficiencies at the near sea surface levels.
This study demonstrates that the positive relationship
between SST across oceanic fronts and low-level wind
speed, which has been observed over numerous
mid-latitude oceanic fronts[7-8,13], also holds in the southern
Indian Ocean. The mechanism responsible for this relationship has been presented in previous studies[7-8]. On the
other hand, the response of higher atmosphere to SST
around the front is quasi-barotropic, which is similar to the
phenomena observed in the Kuroshio Current region[13]. In
contrast to the strong frontal region in the eastern Pacific
Ocean, the frontal region in the southeast Indian Ocean is
wider, the SST gradient weaker, and the fronts more dispersed. Therefore, more observations are needed to confirm
whether our findings are peculiar to weak fronts. There are
further limitations to this study. First, only six radiosondes
were launched, which is inadequate for depicting detailed
horizontal structures of atmosphere. Second, the radiosonde
does not have a humidity sensor and humidity data are unavailable for diagnosis. In the very near future, we will
conduct more in situ experiments using multi-function radiosondes. These will help us examine detailed frontal
structures over the southern Indian Ocean, to verify the
findings herein.
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